Modern intelligent transportation systems (ITS) requires reliable and accurate short-term traic prediction. One widely used method to predict traic is k-nearest neighbours (kNN). Though many studies have tried to improve kNN with parameter strategies and data strategies, there is no comprehensive analysis of those strategies. This paper aims to analyse kNN strategies and guide future work to select the right strategy to improve prediction accuracy. Firstly, we examine the relations among three kNN parameters, which are: number of nearest neighbours (k), search step length (d) and window size (v). We also analysed predict step ahead (m) which is not a parameter but a user requirement and coniguration. The analyses indicate that the relations among parameters are compound especially when traic low states are considered. The results show that strategy of using v leads to outstanding accuracy improvement. Later, we compare diferent data strategies such as low-aware and time-aware ones together with ensemble strategies. The experiments show that the low-aware strategy performs better than the time-aware one. Thus, we suggest considering all parameter strategies simultaneously as ensemble strategies especially by including v in low-aware strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Reliable and accurate short-term traic prediction is a key requirement in modern intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [29] . Shortterm traic prediction is essential for eicient traic management and incident detection [5] . However, it is a complex task and has been a research subject for the past few decades [14] . The diiculty is due to the fact that traic low is inluenced by many factors including people, vehicles, roads, environment and information [17] .
There are two categories of methods for short-term traic prediction: parametric and nonparametric [11, 14, 22] . Within the nonparametric methods, one widely used algorithm is k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) [24ś26] . With the substantial increment of available data [14] , kNN is gaining attention due to its lexibility in solving nonlinear problems [1] . Besides, it is easy to understand and implement [10] .
Strategies for improving kNN can be divided into two categories, parameter strategies and data strategies. Considering the parameter strategies, three parameters of kNN are critical: the number of nearest neighbours (k), the search step length (also known as lag d), and the window size (also known as lag constraint) (v) [1, 28] . Although the way to measure the distance of neighbours is also important, it is beyond this paper's scope when considering parameters. One problem in basic kNN is that it has ixed parameters which do not consider time-varying and nonstable statistical characteristics of traic low. Thus, kNN needs diferent parameter values for its three parameters under diferent low situation. That is why data strategies matter. [11] compared kNN performance under four datasets. Their results show that datasets with diferent traic characteristics require diverse parameter conigurations to perform well and the parameters of kNN should be chosen carefully.
To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no analysis considering all strategies simultaneously. Two possible reasons are: much computation is required due to the compound parameter relations and there was not enough data to test data strategies. This paper analyses and compares strategies for all parameters at the same time to provide a comprehensive understanding. Also, we provide a guideline to choose strategies with limited and ixed amount of data for short-term traic prediction while taking data strategies and other settings into consideration.
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STRATEGIES FOR kNN
This section introduces the basic kNN algorithm then the parameter and data strategies that are used to improve kNN.
The kNN Algorithm
kNN predicts the future using history traic data which are similar to current one. Recent traic is described by a traic state vector using both low rate and speed:
where t − 1 is the time point of the last received data, r is low rate and s is speed. S is then compared with each day's data in database and the most similar k neighbours are selected. The dissimilarity is measured using Euclidean distance. While previous work considers d search steps as d dimensions [2] , we consider all search steps as one dimension to avoid the curse of dimension problem. The following equation is used to calculate distance for d search steps:
where r ′ and s ′ are low rate and speed of an arbitrary day in the history database. If we take window size into consideration (suppose v = 1), while ixing S, the low rate vector can be [
]. The speed vector s ′ changes together with r ′ . That is, there are not one but three potential neighbours in one history day when v = 1.
While taking all three parameters into consideration, kNN becomes complicated since there are many possible tuples when assigning values to parameters. Ensemble method can be used to solve this complicated problem as introduced in [20] . The basic idea is to use weighted average of predictions of parameter tuples as inal prediction. The weights of tuples are generated using training dataset.
Parameters Strategies
Although there is no rule for the choice of kNN parameter values, some values are frequently used, and this coniguration is used as baseline A during comparison. To have a good value assigned to k, [27] trained artiicial neural network to map characteristics of a dataset to a good k value. [18] updates k continuously considering piecewise linear nature in time series. For search step length (d), [25] suggests it to be bigger than 2D + 1 according to Takens theorem, where D is the number of features. However, some research [12, 15] shows opposite results. Though v is also an important parameter, only a few studies considered it. Using v was not showing promising improvement in [28] , the reason can be that they determined v separately from k and d. In some studies, both k and d get optimised [2, 12] . [25] shows we should optimise k and d at the same time. [12] uses part of the data (like training data) to ind best parameters tuple and then the tuple is used for prediction. We modiied this method to include v and use it as baseline B for comparison in our study.
Some research shows improved performance using ensemble kNN [6, 7] . While they are only considering k, [20] uses ensemble strategy for all kNN parameters.
Data Strategies
A data strategy is a way to separate training dataset to suitable sub-datasets according to diferent characteristics of instances. Data strategies are usually domain speciic.
A frequently used data strategy is time-aware separation (TA) as the traic at similar time usually has similar patterns. Previous studies have pointed out the traic has diferent patterns at diferent hour of the day, workday vs. holiday [3, 4, 8, 9] . Considering hour of the day is a typical time-aware strategy and considering workday vs. holiday is a workday-aware strategy. The literature has used the time-variant characteristics to improve traic prediction [23] , where one-day time is separated into four stages. We compare data segmentation strategies of four stages (TA4) and ten stages (TA10) However, if records are separated by hour of the day, it is not guaranteed that the low situation is the same, neither day of week, etc. We propose to use another data strategy which is low-aware separation (FA). The kNN algorithm is adapting to diferent low rate levels. We compare data segmentation strategies of four levels (FA4) and ten levels (FA10). The low rate should be determined by averaging the last 15 minutes traic which is the minimal averaging time to get stable traic low data [21] .
For low-aware strategies, traic low can have two trends which are increasing low and decreasing low. One way is to consider those two trends separately (up vs. down), noted as UvD in this work. Another way is to not distinguish those two trends, noted as U+D.
EXPERIMENTS
The traic data are from devices along a highway named Kunshi in China. The low on the road is usually under-saturated. Based on a ive-minute interval, each device sends a record to the central database. Every record contains statistical values such as low rate and speed. Data from one device are cleaned using the method from [19] and then used in this paper. The time range of data are between early-April 2013 and mid-May 2014.
The collected data are divided into 80% and 20% for training and testing respectively, separated on date 20th February 2014. If more than 10% searching steps or prediction steps are inluenced by any incident, the record will be discarded. Exponential incremental values are assigned to k, d and v. As a nonstrategy setting, predict step ahead (m) also impacts experiment results and also uses exponential incremental values.
The experiments are conducted with CUDA [13] 8.0 on GeForce GTX 690 graphics card. The analyses are conducted with R language [16] 
For the measurement of prediction performance, mean absolute error (MAE) is used. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is not suitable as the low can be zero during night.
Three terms are used to distinguish diferent types of relations within and out of strategies as well as nonstrategy settings. Inluence: Given a time point, all three parameters contribute to the prediction performance, i.e. MAE = д(k, d, v). The inluences д k , д d , д v of three parameters are presented separately to make results clear. Efect: The inluence (д) of parameters on the prediction is also afected by the other two parameters. For instance, the inluence of k on MAE (д k ) is under the efect of d and v, i.e. д k changes when d 
RESULTS
This section provides comprehensive and detailed results regarding inluences, efects and impacts of diferent strategies in the accuracy aspect.
As there are hundreds of thousands of parameter tuples (p), only some results are plotted. Most patterns are general and can hold for values that are not plotted unless otherwise mentioned and explained. For instance, only low rate prediction is shown because speed prediction results have similar trends. The parameter values for plots are set to k = 8, d = 4, v = 0, unless otherwise mentioned. Those values are used as they are similar to default or well-performed values in previous studied [25, 26] . This can be considered as slicing of the multi-dimension results from this study. The diferences of patterns introduced by m within diferent strategies are ignorable unless otherwise mentioned.
Inluence of k
If the results are sliced by d = 4, v = 0 (i.e. search time is 20 minutes, no window), the remaining is д k , i.e. the inluence of k on kNN performance (MAE) as shown in Fig. 1 . The result is showing comparisons between parameter predictions and ensemble strategies, each with four diferent m values. The plot also shows that when k increases, MAE decreases irst (when k < 32) and then increases (when k > 64) on д k curves. Thus, the inluences д k contain turning points (the k value for lowest MAE on one curve) between k = 32 and k = 64. Ensemble strategies are giving the lowest MAE when being compared with any parameter tuple p for any m. This conclusion holds for any v and d values when considering the inluence from k on performance.
The efect of d on д k is shown in Fig. 2 , all curves have turning points. The efect of d is, if d is big, MAE increases fast when k grows. Besides, the turning points occur at smaller k values, moving from k > 32 to k < 32. The efect of v on д k is shown in Fig. 3 , most curves have turning points around k = 128. However, when v = 0, the turning point is around k = 32. If v is small, say v < 8, there are turning points on д k curves k < 128. If v is bigger than 8, the turning points of д k move to higher k values (k > 128). The above conclusion is much clearer when d is big. The efect of k on д v is shown in Fig. 8 , when search step length is small (d = 4), if k is small, there are always turning points around at v = 8. If k becomes big, the efect of k on д v is stable, the pattern of the curves are not changing, but just become more obvious. The efect of d on д v is shown in Fig. 9 , there are usually turning points around v = 4 or v = 8 except for d = 256. If k increases to 128 (not small any longer), the results indicate that v can reduce around 5% error. However, previous work reported that v is not so useful as it reduced the error by about only 0.05% as shown in the second igure of [28] .
Inluence of d
Impact of Flow Rate
To have a robust pattern analysis, the ensemble weights are used to calculate weighted parameter values as shown in Fig. 10 . The results show that optimal parameter values are dependent on low levels. Three parameters have diferent changing patterns when 
Impact of Predict Step Ahead
As shown in Fig. 11 , when m increases, d is increasing slightly. Similar trend has been seen in previous literature [2] , but it was not obvious. The result also shows that v is decreasing and k is constant, while [2] reported their k values were going up and down. It might be due to the limited data that had been used.
Impact of Data Strategies
Results of data strategies are shown in Fig. 12 . All strategies have the same parameter options as in parameter strategies except baselines. Baseline A is commonly used (default) parameter tuple values: k = 8, d = 4, v = 0, which give MAE 6.2429. It is too high and not shown here. Baseline B is the best single tuple according to training data, potentially with the problem of overitting. Workday-aware strategy has no segmentation situation, so it is shown as a dashed black line. The results show that all strategies that are considering window size parameter are better than the baseline A. Some lowaware ixed segmentation strategies are better than baseline B. Ensemble strategies are always better than both baselines, and better than other nonensemble strategies.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
This section summarizes and interprets the results, and analyses the inluence, efects and impacts of strategies and settings. Analysis of Parameter Strategies. A general pattern is that the error goes down irst and then goes up when one parameter increase, i.e., when increasing the values, turning points will occur. This pattern is clearer especially near the optimal values. Small values were used for parameters in some literature (e.g. k = 8 or 10, d = 3 or 4 and v = 0) which leads to lack of accuracy. To get higher accuracy, the values need to be increased to turning points. Although the turning points are the best choices for high accuracy, the weighted results from ensemble strategy are more accurate than any speciic tuple in the experiments. Even if the peaks are not inluencing inal results a lot, they make the inluence functions (д) not purely convex. Thus, it is necessary to consider all parameter strategies at the same time instead of using separately. It is also not possible to use simple gradient descent without step size tuned.
Analysis of Predict
Step Ahead. As shown in Fig. 11 , longer predict time (bigger m) needs longer search steps (bigger d). Besides, window size should be smaller. However, the number of actual selected nearest neighbours (k) is stable. Previous work indicates big m contributes to prediction error a lot, such as the ninth igure in [25] shows around 20% more error when m increases from 1 to 6. However, using our ensemble kNN, when m increases from 1 to 8, prediction error increases only 2%.
Analysis of Data Strategies. It is necessary to separate incremental and decremental low data. Window size v gives diferent patterns for increasing and decreasing without doubt, which can be the actual reason that UvD strategies are better than U+D. The TA4 strategy here is not giving a good result. A previous study showed good results with TA4 [23] , the reason could be that the segmentation is suitable for their data. One need to be more cautious if a nonensemble method is used. Although we can see clear diference between workday and holiday traic patterns, the workday-aware strategy is giving less improvement comparing with FA strategies. Thus, FA strategies are preferred, if possible. When the low rate is low, kNN can beneit from more nearest neighbours. The reason is that low low occurs in workdays and the number of workdays are much more than holidays. The patterns of d and v are not monotonous. All patterns of the three parameters are nonlinear. Thus, the algorithm should consider low rate when applying parameter strategies.
CONCLUSION
This paper irstly analysed the compound relations when applying parameter strategies. The performance of ensemble kNN cannot be achieved using manual adjustment due to the compound relations, which make it important to consider parameter strategies of all parameters at the same time. It is important to investigate parameters in detail before applying any strategy. Our work is general and it covers previous work in literature where only part of parameter strategies has been considered. For instance, the prediction error decreases continuously when d increases in [25] , but we found that there is turning point when d is big enough.
When using data strategies, it is better to separate increasing traic from decreasing one. Too detailed separation (e.g. 10 segments instead of 4) is usually not good, because each segment has less training data. However, even the number of segments is good, the separation should also be optimised, otherwise diferent types of instances are in the same segment, TA4 is a negative example here.
In one sentence, we suggest considering all parameter strategies simultaneously as ensemble strategies especially by including v together with k and d in low-aware strategies.
During the data pre-processing stage, we found the real world data are hard to use directly. Cleaning transportation data requires correct data imputation. We plan to investigate this problem in our future work.
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